
Phase 2 Phonic song (26 initial sounds)  
We can sing all our sounds, 
Skip to my lou my darling… 

 
Snakes are slithering sss    (wavy whole hands like a snake) 
 
Ants on an apple aaa      (Pretend to bite an apple) 
 
Towers are tall ttt             (Hold hand high) 
 

Skip to my lou my darling… 

 

Pirates are plucky ppp     (Pump fist like saying ooo arrghhh) 
 
Insects are interesting iii    (Flap arms like wings of a bee) 
 
Nets never tangle nnn      (both hands together with fingers in a tangle) 
 

Skip to my lou my darling… 

 

Mountains are marvellous mmm   (Use both hands to make a mountain) 
 
Dinosaurs are dancing ddd    (Wiggle arms by your side like dancing) 
 
Girls are gardening ggg          (Pretend to dig) 
 

Skip to my lou my darling… 

 

Orange octopus ooo               (Wave arms around like you have many arms) 
 
Caterpillars are curly ccc         (Wiggle index finger on back of other hand) 
 
Kangaroos are kicking kkk     (Use two fingers to pretend to kick) 
 

Skip to my lou my darling… 

 

Clocks are ticking ck ck ck      (Point index finger and waggle back and forth) 
 
Eggs are excellent eee             (Use to thumbs to crack an egg) 
 



Umbrellas are up uuu             (Pretend to put up an umbrella) 
 

Skip to my lou my darling… 

 
Robots are rascals rrr          (Use robot arms) 
 
Horses are high jumping hhh    (Ride a horse) 
 
Boots are bouncing bbb           (Use two fingers to bounce on the palm of your                                        
other hand) 
 

Skip to my lou my darling… 

 

Flowers in a field fff         (Spread fingers wide and wave hand gently) 
  
Huff and puff    fffff       (hands at sides of mouth and puff like the big bad wolf) 
 
Legs are leaping lll          (Pat legs)  
 
Ring the bell lllll              (pretend to hold rope and ring a big bell) 
 
The snake goes hiss sssss    (use arm like a snake and open mouth to make sssss) 
 

Skip to my lou my darling… 

 
Jack in a box jjj            (Hide hand one behind the other and quickly push out 
hand from behind other one) 

 

Vultures are vulgar vvv   (Spread out wings wide as if flying) 
 
Worms are wavy www     (Make a w shape with both thumbs and forefinger) 
 

Skip to my lou my darling… 

 
Yaks are yawning yyy      (Pretend to yawn) 
 
Exercise is good for you xxx   (Arms by side and pump them as if running) 
 
Zips are zig zagging zzz         (Pull up an imaginary zip) 

Sounds are amazing wow wow wow!     Skip to my lou my darling… 



 

 


